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By Gr. 4 students: Salma, Nada, Safia, Reem, Mezna, Saja, Wadha, and Dana

Al Maha

“I feel excited and
happy to see my
friends and
teachers.”

Back to school… at last
How do you feel about physically coming back to school?
Finally we are back!!! Everybody feels excited to be back at school including
teachers and students. “I think going back to school is so interesting because I
can see my lovely students and we can enjoy our learning periods together,”
Mrs. exclaimed. Salama agreed saying, “ I prefer being in school because I
find it easier to learn.” This week 550 out of 624 students have returned to
school.

Salem

“I’m happy I’m nally
back.”

We hope to see even more next week!
Reem
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KEEP DISTANCE

WEAR YOUR MASK

NO SHARING

Always keep your
distance inside and
outside the classroom.

Always wear your mask
covering both your
mouth and nose.

Don’t share materials
with others.
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“I’m very excited to
be back”

ISSUE 1

Interview with the
Principal
We interviewed Mrs. Asefah to know
more about her life outside school.
How many children do you have?
I have two boys and one girl, aged 20, 23 and 24

If you were not a principal, what would you be
and why?

What is your favorite color?
I would be an English teacher because I used to
role play being a teacher when I was young.

I love white.

Expo 2021

What is your favorite movie?
My favorite movie is Nanny Macfee.

If you haven’t visited Expo yet, don't delay. Expo
is not a place to visit once. You need several visits
to see all the wonders there. Every week, you will
find here three of the must-see places in expo that
will blow your mind.

How many languages do you speak?
I speak both Arabic and English and a little Spanish.
What is your hobby?

1. Japan Pavilion with its mesmerizing origamiinspired architecture.

I enjoy reading very much. I always keep a book by
my bed.

2. UAE pavilion with its beautiful animation
representing UAE culture.

We heard you are a very good cook. What is the
best food you can cook?

3. Saudi Arabia pavilion which is dazzling on
the outside and inside.

Mansaf

INPSS GOT TALENT IS COMING TO ABU DHABI !
Soon the school will host a competition to show the creative
talents of students at the school. Have you entered the talent show
yet? I wonder what talents we will see. In next week’s Primary Post
there will be an exciting interview with Mr Curtis. He is a member
of the talent discovery team as well as being a final judge.
So far there have been 58 videos entered.
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